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Abstract
The rhetoric of “excellence” is pervasive across the academy. It is used to refer to research
outputs as well as researchers, theory and education, individuals and organisations, from art
history to zoology. But what does “excellence” mean? Does it in fact mean anything at all? And is
the pervasive narrative of excellence and competition a good thing? Drawing on a range of
sources we interrogate “excellence” as a concept and find that it has no intrinsic meaning as
used in the academy. Rather it functions as a linguistic interchange mechanism or boundary
object. To investigate whether linguistic function is useful we examine how excellence rhetoric
combines with narratives of scarcity and competition and show that hypercompetition that
arises leads to a performance of “excellence” that is completely at odds with the qualities of good
research. We trace the roots of issues in reproducibility, fraud, as well as diversity to the stories
we tell ourselves as researchers and offer an alternative rhetoric based on soundness.
“Excellence” is not excellent, it is a pernicious and dangerous rhetoric that undermines the very
foundations of good research and scholarship.

Introduction: The Ubiquity of Excellence Rhetoric
“Excellence” is the gold standard of the University world. Institutional mission statements
proclaim, in almost identical language, their “international reputation for [educational]
excellence” (Baylor, Imperial College London, Loughborough University, Monash University, The
University of Sheffield are amongst many examples of institutions using these words), or the
extent to which they are guided by principles of “excellence” (University of Cambridge, Carnegie
Mellon, Gustav Adolphus, University College London, Warwick, again, among many). University
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In keeping with our argument, and following in an extensive tradition of subverting traditional scarce markers of
prestige, the authors have adopted a redistributive approach to the order of their names in the byline. As an
international collaboration of uniformly nice people 
(cf. Moran, Hoover, and Bestiale 2016; Hoover, Posch, and Bestiale
1987; Hoover et al. 1988; see Tartamelia 2014 for an explanation)
, lacking access to a croquet field 
(cf. Hassell and May
1974)
, and not identifying any excellent pun to be made from ordering our names 
(cf. Alpher, Bethe, and Gamow 1948;
Lord, de Vader, and Alliger 1986)
, we elected to assign index numbers based on alphabetical ordering by surname and
to randomise these using an online tool. For the avoidance of doubt, while several of the authors have pets none of
them are included as authors 
(cf. Matzinger and Mirkwood 1978)
. None of us are approaching a tenure decision 
(cf.
Roderick and Gillespie 1998)
. And none of us are fictional entities who generate their papers algorithmically using
SciGen 
(see Labbé 2010 for the contrasting case of Ike Antkare nevertheless greatly outranked all of the authors on
several formal measures of excellence before he [it?] was outed)
.

